UNIT TEST  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. Tiny inventions?
5. Letter-shaped construction beam
9. Bearded animals that lions prey on
13. Color of the sea
14. Join together as one
15. Blowup bed brand
16. Steak, when served with lobster
17. Overused
18. Candy sold in pairs
19. Entertains with force?
22. Fancy case
23. Klutzy sorts
25. Energetic rap act?
30. Parceled (out)
33. Way to run
34. Shuttlecock’s path
35. Grp. concerned with work hazards
36. Ride hard
38. Regarding
40. Its motto is “Our liberties we prize and our rights we will maintain”
41. Take it from the top?
42. Powerful in any event?
46. It might be put to one’s face in embarrassment
47. "That's why!"
51. "Facts are facts," frequently?
53. Grp. concerned with work hazards
56. How some fish or butterflies are caught
57. Maker of Tamiflu and Valium
58. Root used for poi
59. Make a movement
60. Behind 100%
61. Shortly, quaintly
62. "thank u, ___" (Ariana Grande)
63. AutoCad creation
64. Wear a sulky face

DOWN
1. Mufti’s decree
2. "The hell with this game"
3. Charred to bits
4. Place where nobody gets hurt
5. Some fish or butterflies
6. Tie things up?
7. Not very much
8. Depend (on)
9. French cake
10. Broadcast interruption
11. Sch. outside of Providence
12. Guaranteed Rate Field team, for short
14. Berlin's subway system
20. Gulf War missile
21. Tablet that comes with GlowLight
24. Big name in mattresses
26. Van ___ (sobriquet for a hard rock band when Sammy was their lead singer)
27. Style similar to goth
28. "The Mandalorian" creator Favreau
29. Edinburgh citizen
30. Poetic time before lunch
31. Bar in court
32. 1999 sci-fi movie that used wire fu
36. Turn bad
37. Amazement
38. Civil War battle that lead to the Emancipation Proclamation
40. "This is exactly how I feel," in some social media shares
41. State with the lowest income inequality
43. "Java" trumpeter
44. At the middle
45. Pale with fear
48. Product that unclogs
49. Razor sharpener
50. Gas that provides cover
52. Evil puzzle maker’s ploy
53. Stay on a hot streak
54. Bruin Plaza sch.
55. ID that can never begin 666
56. Swallowed